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Abstract 
In this paper we prove the following two theorems about the behavior of the fundamental group 
near 00 for certain group extensions. 
Theorem 1. If N < A < G are groups with A one-ended, finitely presented and of infinite index 
in G, G finitely presented, and N a non-locally jnite nom1 subgroup of G, then G is semistable 
at 00. 
This is a technical result that should provide a useful tool in conjunction with semistability 
results already in the literature. 
Theorem 2. If 1 -+ H -+ G -+ K + 1 is a short exact sequence of infinite finitely generated 
groups with G finitely presented, K one-ended and H contained in a finitely presented subgroup 
L of injinite index in G then G is simply connected at 03. 
This is a generalization of a theorem of B. Jackson. Several applications of this result are 
discussed in the Introduction. 
Finally we construct a negative solution to a long standing problem in the form of a group 
extension 1 + H + G + K -+ 1 where H is a one-ended finitely generated group, G is the 
non-simply connected at 03 group (Z” * Z) x (Z” * Z) and K is the ((rt - 2)-connected at co) 
group Zn. 
Keywords: Fundamental group; Group extension; Proper homotopy 
AMS classification: 57MlO; 20E22; 20F32 
1. Introduction 
Semistability at 00 is a geometric invariant for finitely presented groups. If a finitely 
presented group G is semistable at CCJ then one can define r?(G), the fundamental 
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group at infinity for G (see [31 for example). For CAT(O) and word hyperbolic groups 
semistability at 00 is equivalent to the boundary of such a group having the shape of a 
locally connected continuum. Other applications of this notion are related to the covering 
conjecture for 3-manifolds and the cohomology of the group (see the introduction of [ 121 
for more details). 
In the first paper devoted to the subject of semistability at 00 we proved: 
Theorem [7]. rf 1 -+ H -+ G -+ K + 1 is a short exact sequence ofpnitely generated 
infinite groups and G is$nitely presented then G is semistable at co. 
This result is generalized in [8] and again in [6]. In [12] we prove the following: 
Theorem [12]. If G is the amalgamated product A *c B where A and B are finitely 
presented and semistable at 00 and C is finitely generated then G is semistable at co. 
These results have pointed the way to the following resent results: 
Theorem [ 131. All one-relator groups are semistable at m. 
Theorem [9]. All Artin and Coxeter groups are semistable at co. 
It is unknown if all finitely presented groups are semistable at oo, but a solid core of 
technical results continues to develop and lead the way to producing semistability results 
as those above. 
Our main theorem in this paper adds to this list of technical theorems and should 
provide a useful tool separately or in conjunction with the results found in [ 10,111. 
Theorem 1. If N < A < G are groups with A one-ended, finitely presented and of 
infinite index in G, G jnitely presented, and N a nonlocally$nite normal subgroup of 
G, then G is semistable at 00. 
Proposition 2.5 of [l] states: 
Theorem [ 11. rf N < A < G are groups with N a nonlocallyfinite normal subgroup of 
G and A a finitely generated subgroup of infinite index in G then G is one-ended. 
A second end invariant of finitely presented groups considered in this paper, stronger 
than semistability at co, is simple connectivity at 00. 
In [4], B. Jackson shows: 
Theorem [4]. Zf 1 -+ H --+ G -+ K -+ 1 is a short exact sequence of infinite$nitely 
presented groups and either H or K is one-ended then G is simply connected at co. 
This result is generalized by J. Profio: 
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Theorem [ 151. Suppose N is a one-ended finitely presented normal subgroup of the 
group H and H is a normal subgroup of the finitely presented group G. If G/H or 
H/N is injinite, then G is simply connected at 00. 
Also in [ 151, Profio gives examples so that if Gl is any finitely presented group, then 
there exist groups N normal in H and H normal in G with N and G finitely presented 
and G/H E G1 such that G is not simply connected at oo. A second set of examples 
shows that for each infinite finitely presented group Gt , there exists a one-ended finitely 
generated group H containing Gr and a finitely presented group G such that H is normal 
in G, G/H Z Z and G is not simply connected at co. 
It can be shown that if F2 is the free group on two generators then there is a short 
exact sequence 1 -+ H -+ (Fz x Fz) + Z + 1 where H is finitely generated and 
one-ended, but F2 x F2 is not simply connected at 00 (see [15] for example). 
A long standing problem has been the following: 
Problem. If 1 -+ H + G + K + 1 is a short exact sequence of one-ended finitely 
generated groups with G finitely presented, then is G simply connected at co? 
If n > 3 and Out(F,) is the outer automorphism group of the free group on n 
generators then there is an exact sequence as above 
1 + H + Out(F,) --+ Gl(Z,n) + 1. 
The group H is l-ended as is Gl(Z, n). (In fact Gl(Z, n) is simply connected at 00 for 
n > 3.) For n > 4, it is unknown if this H is finitely presented and hence Jackson’s 
theorem cannot be applied. Recently Krstid and McCool [5] have shown that for n = 3, 
H is not finitely presented. Vogtmann [17] has shown that, for n > 5, Out(F,) is simply 
connected at 00. In his Ph.D. dissertation [16], Rickart has shown that Out(F4) is simply 
connected at oo, leaving only the case of Out(F3) to be decided. 
The following result (proved in Section 5) is potentially useful here. A key step in the 
proof of Theorem 2 (Lemma 8) was used in [16] as an important reduction there. 
Theorem 2. If 1 -+ H + G + K + 1 is a short exact sequence of infinite finitely 
generated groups with G finitely presented, K one-ended and H contained in a finitely 
presented subgroup L of infinite index in G then G is simply connected at CO. 
In Section 3 we produce a negative solution to the above problem in the form of a 
short exact sequence 
l+H-+G-+K-+l 
where H is one-ended and finitely generated, G is the nonsimply connected at co group 
(Z” * Z) x (En * Z) and K is the group Z” (and hence K is (n - 2)-connected at 00). 
Observe that by Theorem 2, every finitely generated subgroup of G containing H 
either has finite index in G or is not finitely presented. 
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2. Preliminaries 
All spaces in this paper are locally finite CW-complexes. A map f : X + Y is proper 
if for each compact set C in Y, f- ’ (C) 1s compact in X. If G is a finitely generated 
group with generating set A, then P(A, G), the Cayley graph of G with respect to A is 
the l-complex with vertex set G and an edge from v to w if VU = w for some a E A. 
This edge is directed from ‘u to w and labeled a. 
If G is a finitely presented group with presentation P, then the standard 2-complex 
corresponding to P has a single vertex, one loop for each generator and 2-cells attached to 
these loops according to the finite set of relators of P. The universal cover of the standard 
2-complex corresponding to P has as l-skeleton P(A, G) where A is the generating set 
of P. 
If X is a space and S is a subset of X, then St(S) is the union of all closed cells of 
X that intersect 5’. Define SP(S) to be St(St”-‘(S)) for all n 3 1, where St’(S) = S. 
A set S in a space X is unbounded if S is contained in no compact subset of X. Two 
proper rays r, s : [0, co) + X converge to the same end of X if for any compact set C 
in X, there exists a number N(C) such that r( [N, oo)) and s( [N, co)) are subsets of the 
same unbounded component of X - C. A connected space X is semistable at w if any 
two proper rays that converge to the same end of X are properly homotopic, i.e., there 
exists a proper map H: [0, co) x [0, l] + X such that H(t, 0) = r(t) and H(t, 1) = s(t). 
An alternate definition of semistability at 03 (see [7]) is: 
A connected space X is semistable at co if given any proper ray r : [0, co) + X and 
compact set C, there is a compact set D(C) such that for any compact set E in X and 
loop (Y based on T and with image in X - D, LY is homotopic rel.{r} to a loop in X - E, 
by a homotopy in X - C. 
A connected space X is simply connected at cc if given a compact set C in X there 
is a compact set D in X such that loops in X - D are homotopically trivial in X - C. 
If G is a finitely presented group, then G is semistable at 03 (respectively simply 
connected at co) if for some (equivalently, any) finite complex X with ~1 (X) = G 
the universal cover of X is semistable at 00 (respectively simply connected at co). See 
[7] for a proof that these definitions do not depend upon which finite complex X, with 
Tl (X) M G, is used. 
3. The proof of Theorem 3 
Theorem 3. If N < A 6 G are groups with A one-ended, finitely presented and of 
infinite index in G, GJinitely presented, and N a non-locally finite normal subgroup of 
G, then G is semistable at M. 
Proof. Select a presentation for G with generators bl, . . . , b,, al,. . , a,, gt, , gk 
where {bi} generates an infinite subgroup of N and {ui} generates A. We also re- 
quire finitely many relations R so that (u, , , aTL: R) is a presentation for A. Let X be 
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the standard 2-complex corresponding to our presentation of G and Y the subcomplex of 
X consisting of the loops with labels ai and 2-cells corresponding to R. If x(p) is the 
universal cover of X(Y) then the l-skeleton of 2 is the Cayley graph of G with respect 
to the above generators, so the vertices of 2 are the elements of G and the l-cells of 
2 are labeled by the generators. For each vertex w E _% there is a copy ?, of y in _% 
containing vu. Note that 
?,, = %!, iff 21-l~ E A. 
Lemma 4. Given any compact subcomplex C C 2 there is an integer M(C) such that 
at each vertex u E 2 there is a path of length < M(C) from v to some vertex u such 
that ?, n C = 8. 
Proof. Let ~1, . . , u, be the vertices of C and let cy be an edge path from * that intersects 
n + 1 copies of y. The only copies of y that intersect C are pV,, . . , ?,,,. Hence if u is 
a vertex of _% (so u is also the covering transformation of fi which takes * to U) then 
some vertex w of U(Y is such that ?, n C = 8. Let M(C) = Ia\. 17 
Lemma 5. For each vertex v E _? there is a proper edge path to infinity, r,, in bi-edges 
such that TV (0) = u andfor any compact subset of X there are only finitely many vertices 
v such that rV intersects this compact set. 
Proof. This is elementary and follows from [8, Lemma 21. 0 
We will use T* as base ray. Observe that we may assume that no r, crosses itself and 
if ‘u = r,(n) then r,,(t) = r*(n + t) for all t > 0. Now we finish the proof. 
Let C be compact in 2, and M = M(C) ( see Lemma 4). There are finitely many 
words in the generators of G of length 6 M + 1. For each such word u and b E 
{bf’, . . . , b$‘} select a relation of the form ‘LLBZL-’ = w(u, b) where w(u, b) is a word in 
{a?‘, . . . ) u,” }. Choose K such that any loop in _% labeled ubu-1 = w(u, b) (where u 
haslength<M+landbE{bf’,... , b$‘}) is homotopically trivial in the K-fold star 
of any vertex of the loop. Let D be a finite connected subcomplex of 2 containing all 
vertices v such that T,, intersects StK (C) (only finitely many by Lemma 5). We complete 
the proof by showing: 
Lemma 6. Zf (Y is an edge loop based on r*, with image in 2 - D and E is compact 
in _% then IY is homotopic rel.(r,) to a loop in _% - E by a homotopy in _? - C. 
Proof. For each vertex v of (Y let s, be an edge path of length < M (see Lemma 4) 
from w to a vertex in a copy of ? that does not intersect C. As E is compact only 
finitely many copies of p intersect E. Since F is l-ended, there is a compact set F in 
_% containing E such that if 2, y are vertices in the same copy of ? such that neither 5 
nor y is in F, then there is an edge path in y, - E from x to y. Say a is the edge path 
(el, . . . , e,) with ei(O) = Q. Let ri be a subpath for T,,~, beginning at ‘ui, such that the 




end point of pi is not in St M-t’ F ( ). Let s, = s,, Now if we let Z$, 2i and Si respectively, 
be the translate of si, ei and si to the end point of ri, pi and &I, then the end points of 
$i and Si are not in F. (See Fig. 1.) 
By the definition of K, the edge path s-‘fiZi is homotopic rel.{O, 1) to an edge path, 
ti, in the letters al,. . , a, by a homotopy in St”(;ri). As T,, does not intersect StK(C) 
(by the definition of II), this homotopy does not intersect C. Similarly, s~~,e~‘~&isi+l 
is homotopic rel.{O, 1) to an edge path qi in the letters al, . . . , a, by a homotopy that 
does not intersect C. 
Patching together these homotopies we have cy is homotopic rel.{fl} (and hence r,) 
to the loop 
-1 
G szq, t&’ 
by a homotopy which does not intersect C. While this loop may intersect E, each of 
si, $ and Zi do not intersect F > E (since the end point of fi is not in St”+‘(F) and 
Isi 1 < M). Let wi be the end point of ti. As the end point of qi_1 and wi are in the 
same copy of ? and in _% - F, there is an edge path pi-1 in yWi - E from the end 
point of qi_1 to wi. AS y,, n C = 8, the path q,?,ti is homotopic rel.{O, 1) to pi-1 by 
a homotopy in _% - C. Now LY is homotopic rel.{r,} to the loop 
l- - -1 Zlip1Z22- e2.. Gn’,Slpnsl 
by a homotopy in _? - C. This loop has image in _% - E, completing the proof. 0 
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4. Nonsimply connected at 00 examples 
The following is an example of a group extension 1 -+ A + G + Z” -+ 1 where A 
is finitely generated and l-ended and G M [Zn * Z] x [Z” * Z], a nonsimply connected 
at infinity group. 
Consider the group G with presentation: 
@I,. ..,tn,z,w,... ,YnrZ: [~:,Zl, [Wjl, [Yi,Yjl, [h,Yjl, [t@],t;‘zti = Yi&). 
As [ti, yi] = 1 the last relation implies that tizzt,’ = Yi’zyi. 
If A = (z, z, ~1,. . . , yn) then A is normal in G and it is easy to see that G/A M Zn. 
We show that the subgroup N of A generated by the set {qzq-’ 1 q E (~1,. . . , y,)} 
is normal in G and thus by Theorem [l] (N < (z, ~1,. . , yn) < A) A is l-ended. 
As z E N, zNz_’ = z-‘Nz = N. By definition yiNylT1 = Yi’NYi = N, and it is 
easy to see that tiNti’ = t:‘Nti = N. 
The normality of N will follow from a proof that [z, qzq-‘1 = 1 for all q E 
(Yl,...,Yn). 
The proof is by induction on the length of q in terms of the generating set { yl , . . . , yn}. 
If q has length 0 (i.e., q = l), then qzq-’ = z which commutes with Z. 
Assume that if q has length K then x commutes with qzq-' . Say q has length K + 1 
and q = vyi where v has length K. 
Now ~(ozv-~)~-‘(wz-‘~-~) = 1 by the induction hypothesis. Hence 
l= t~lX(VZVU-l)X-l(?lZ-lV-l)ti = X(Vt~1Zt~~-1)X-1(71t~1Z-1ti~-1) 
= z(qzq-1)x-‘(qz-‘q-1). 
If q = vyx:’ then conjugate by ti (instead of ti’). 
It remains to show that G is isomorphic to (Zn * Z) x (Z” * Z) and that G is not 
simply connected at 00. 
The Tietze moves ai = tiyi (yi = t,‘ai) give the following presentation of G: 
( z,z,al,...,%,tl,. ..~~n: [ziz]~[ti,tj]7 [G,aj]r [ti,Uj],[ti,X],[z,Ui]). 
This is a standard presentation of (Z,” * Z,) x (ZE * Z,) where Z; is free abelian 
with generators tl , . . . , t,, Z, is infinite cyclic with generator z, Zi is free abelian with 
generators al, . . . , a, and Z, is infinite cyclic with generator x. 
By [15, Section 2, Theorem 41 G is not simply connected at co. 
5. The proof of Theorem 2 
A complete proof of this result will appear in the book [2] as part of a single argument 
that also proves Theorem [7] and Theorem [4]. The idea is to define a presentation for G 
that contains generators of H and a presentation of L. Also include relators defined by 
conjugation of the generators of this presentation as in the proof of Theorem 1. Let X 
be the standard 2-complex of this presentation and _? its universal cover. If q: 2 + 2 
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is the quotient of X by the (left) action of H, then as K is one-ended, 2 is also one- 
ended. Proper edge path rays can be defined in Z so that any two eventually agree and 
given any compact K c 2 only finitely many of these rays intersect K (since 2 is 
one-ended). Lifting these rays to X gives a proper ray T, at each vertex v of 2. If n 
and w are such that I,J-~W E H then T, and r, are translates of one another. Let C be 
compact in 2. Then, q(C) is compact in 2 and only finitely many of the chosen rays 
in 2 intersect St(q(C)). Let N be an integer such that if T is any of our chosen rays in 
2 then T restricted to [N, co) does not intersect St(q(C)). If e is an H-edge_of 2, with 
end points u and w then there is a proper homotopy F, : [0, oo) x [0, l] + X such that 
F restricted to [0, 00) x (0) is r,, F, restricted to [0, 00) x {I} is r, and F, restricted 
to (0) x [0, l] is e. This homotopy is obtained by patching together conjugation 2-cells 
so that F, restricted to {n} x [0, l] 1s an H-edge path for each integer n 2 0. 
We have that qF, restricted to [N, co) x [0, l] does not intersect q(C) and hence F 
restricted to [N, oo) x [0, l] d oes not intersect C. If D is a large enough compact set and 
e does not intersect D then F, restricted to [0, N] x [0, l] will not intersect C. Hence 
we have: 
Lemma 7. If e is an H-edge that does not intersect D, then the image of F, will not 
intersect C. 
If v is a vertex of X then the largest connected l-complex, F,,, of X containing u 
such that each edge of r, is an H-edge, is a copy of the Cayley graph of H with respect 
to our chosen generators. We may assume that the D of Lemma 7 is such that r, - D 
is a union of unbounded path components for each vertex v E X. Hence for each vertex 
v E X - D there is a proper H-edge path s, in X - D. Now if e is an edge of X - D 
from u to w, which is not an H-edge, choose integers Mr and M2 such that qr, and qr, 
agree on [Ml, co) and [Mz, 00) respectively. Let (Y be an H-edge path from r,,(Ml) to 
r,(Mz), and let ,f3 be the edge loop (at IJ) given by the first Ml edges of rV, followed 
by CY, followed by the inverse of the first M2 edges of r,, followed by the inverse of e. 
Let J be an integer such that the translate of Q from v to s*(J) is homotopically trivial 
in X - C, by, say, the homotopy Ho. By the definition of D we can use conjugation 
2-cells to define a homotopy HI (with image in X - C) that “slides” s, restricted to 
[0, J] along the path r, restrizted to [0, Ml], to an H-edge path 71. Also we define a 
homotopy Hz (with image in X - C) that “slides” s, restricted to [0, J] along e followed 
by r, restricted to [0, Mz], to an H-edge path ~2. Combining Ho, HI and Hz shows that 
the edge path given by the inverse of r, on [0, Ml], followed by e, followed by rw 
on [0, Mz] is homotopic rel.{O, 1) to the H-edge path 71, followed by a translate of cr, 
followed by rT1, by a homotopy in X - C. As r, on [Ml, co) and r, on [Mz, CS) are 
translates of one another we can use conjugation 2-cells to slide this H-path connecting 
them “off to infinity” by a proper homotopy in X - C. We now have: 
Lemma 8. Any edge loop in 2 - D (say based on r,) is homotopic rel.{r,} to an 
H-edge loop, by a homotopy in _? - C. 
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We may assume that r, was chosen to intersect infinitely many L-cosets in 2 and we 
need now only slide this H-loop along r, to a copy of a universal cover corresponding 
to L, that does not intersect C and kill it there. 
6. Closing remarks 
If N < A f G are groups as in Theorem [l], then if a finitely presented group B 
can be found containing A such that A has infinite index in B and B has infinite index 
in G then B must be one-ended by Theorem [l] and hence Theorem 1 would apply. In 
Theorem 1, if the finitely presented hypothesis on A were relaxed to finitely generated 
and the one-ended hypothesis on A were eliminated, we suspect, but do not know how 
to show, that G is semistable at co. Either improvement seems hard. 
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